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The optimal control and sizing for ice storage and chiller systems of a commercial with climatic
weather data of two US locations are presented. As an optimality criterion, the minimization of the
annualized cost of borrowed capital and operating costs is chosen. This the solution of the opti
mal control problem for a range of chiller and storage capacities, generating a curve representing the
edge of feasibility. The optimal solution for the chiller and storage size lies on this curve. The region
around the optimal solution is explored to find zones of equal sub-optim.aHty. Two sensitivity scenarios
are presented to reveal information on the influence of design parameters..

Introduction

Cool storage systems have been promoted by electric
power utilities to mitigate the supply problem of electric
energy by shifting peak demands to off-peak periods, thus
utilizing existing power generation resources more effi
ciently. For the customer, cool storage equipment presents
a cost-effective measure to produce operating cost savings
by using electric energy during off-peak periods at lower
energy prices and demand charges.

Paramount for the effective operation of the cool storage
equipment is a control scheme that minimizes the operat
ing cost given storage size and cooling demands. Depend
ing on the storage size, charging and discharging cycles
vary and significantly affect the operating costs.. While
oversizing of the cool storage generally does not interfere
with the design undersizing does have severe
cations with respect to meeting the cooling demande As a
consequence, any effective utilization of cool storage
tecjhnC~lO~~V necessitates the solution of a courPle~

and control for the size and opera-
tion protocols for the and discharging modes.

Manufacturers' guidelines for the sizing and equipment
selection for cool storage systems ordinarily focus on

for shifting the electric energy
feQluurea for air-conditioning applications from peak to off

to take advantage of lower electricity rates
the hours. This approach, though rather

simple, has led to storage and chiller sizing procedures
that resulted in workable design solutions with definite
cost-saving benefits .. However, this method does not

provide conclusive information about the full cost-savings
potentials as a best case scenario. While optimized
systems generally lack the desired reserve and, therefore
are not commonly their utility lies in the
possibility of comparing a practical design to what is
optimally feasible. An additional motivation for tnV'est.lQ'31

ing optimal design is derived from searching for new m.ar
kets for ice storage equipment as the economics of air
condition shifts with changing electricity charges. For this
particular reason it is important to know at what point ice
storage becomes cost-effective and how sensitive the
effectiveness of the design is to changes in the design
parameters.

Several studies and design guides have addressed.
design and control problems of cool storage facilities in a
more general way simplifying load characteristics
(Musgrove 1989, 1990, Rosenfeld 1985, EPRI 1987). In
Mllsszro,'e and Rosenfeld, trapezoidal load curves were
applied with a sharp rise of the cooling load to values of
about half to three quarters of the maximal load and a flat
maximum during early afternoon hours followed by a
rapid decrease to zero load in the evening. There are no
building specific cooling schedules considered as a result
of partial occupancy before and after regular 9am to 5pm
work hours. Very early morning or late evening cooling,
however, may significantly reduce the off-peak time
available for recharging the storage and, thus, could
impact the feasibility and economics of storage systems..
From a design point of view, the EPRI design guide pro
vides the most detail about the technology selection and
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sizing proceSS4 It offers detailed assistance in determining
chiller and storage capacities applying classical load
shifting approaches such as demand limiting and load
leVlelUilQ' both of which are described for a day day load
shifL The design guide, fails to address the
optimal control problem from a rigorous cost minimization
point of view. It is paramount for the optimal design
process to investigate the maximal potentials that could be
realized under real operation conditions4 To this end, it is
necessary to focus on the control problem of a chiller/
storage as part of the process.

cope

and storage capacities. Each refrigeration system with a
given ratio of chiller to storage capacity has an associated
optimal control solution that minimizes the operating costs
over a specified period given a cooling load curve and
time dependent energy charges, subject to system operat
ing constraints such as maximal and minimal capacities. In
this study, the optimal control was defmed to be that
control protocol which would minimize the cost over one
week; this optimal relationship is referred to as "edge of
feasibility. If The optimal design is defmed in this context
as that choice of system size which when operated opti
mally, leads to the minimization of the sum of the
annualized capital and operating costs over the period of
one year4

The building investigated in this analysis is an existing
office in downtown Seattle, Washington. An
energy simulation model for this particular building using
the DOE 2.1d building simulation environment was used
to provide the necessary hourly cooling loads as input for
the optimization. In addition to the regular simulations for
a characteristic summer, intermediate, and winter period,
the simulation model allowed us to investigate the effects
of climatic changes on the cooling requirements. This
feature was used primarily to perform three sensitivity
~l'H~ hT'~P.Q in which the thermal cooling loads due to outdoor
temperature changes were investigated.

The is a medium-rise office with an air
conditioned floor space of approximately 350,000 square
feet and a total enclosed volume of 4.8 million cubic feet
eX1:en1du1Lg over 9 floors including one basement level.

escription of the est uilding

Most of the floor area is designated office space
with stores and a shopping area in the first two floors.
lhe offices are on a Sam to 5pm weekday schedule. On
~alturjda,/s the is occupied for the morning
hours and for portions of the afternoon. During weekdays,
occupants leave the building after so that the building
is unoccupied after 6pm. The lighting is on a
time-set schedule during regular working hours and
extends until Ilpm to provide lighting for the cleaning

in
the

In this paper, the coupled problem of the optimal design
and the optimal control of cool storage win be discussed
for a downtown Seattle commercial building. The paper
emlpn;aSI:zes the optimal control problem as a fundamental
method for the costs. For each
selected combination, the control
nrc)hlem is solved. The solution of the problem ret)re~;ents

the minimal cost for a period4

loads were created for two US 1 ....... ~d'll\? ...u.,.'l!4lC'f

WA and San CA~ A

ID\lrest:U2;aLUo,n is also on a more
realistic characteristic as would be experi-
enced in an The load curves

in this from a
tuned DOE2.1d modeL the loads were
not Ineasured in the actual the simulated
curves do exhibit a realistic of fluctuation through-
out the found in An additional
benefit in a simulation program for load
curves lies in the of different scenarios
for the of climatic variations or
energy conservation measures on the
selection.

for their
solution$ In

qU(~stJlOn of how much does the optimal
as the energy rates vary is in this

paper. three scenarios were
established to ll~~l'<:J>.t:"1T·~rIl'n'~~ the effect of short term teUl1pe:ra-
ture on the selection.

roblem Statement

'-fo optlm~H1V

interrelated Drc~ble~ms 'iln,,_I'll~nn

"""""L!!J.r." 'to'.. .o...-l! chiner and
dent load and chiHer

Air supply is provided by a dual duct fan system with
variable volume control systems for the upper floors while
the lower floors are equipped with a constant volume sys
tem. The air distribution system is controlled according to
time for the entire week$ The primary refrigera~

tion system consists of 3 hermetic centrifugal compression
chillers of different sizes$
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escription of Ice torage and
hiller Equipment

Ice storage tanks are commonly modular, prefabricated,
and fully insulated units including an or most of the
internal piping. There is a variety of different unit sizes
commercially available, generally ranging from 100 ton
hours (353 kWh) to 600 ton-hours (2110 kWh). A very
common ice storage technology is the ice-on-coil design
where plastic tubing submerged in water serves as a heat
exchanger. A water/glycol solution circulates inside the
tubing and extracts heat from the water to create ice on
the outside of the tubing. The storage is fully charged
when an liquid water is frozen solid. There are different
tubing layouts possible. A common tubing configuration is
a spiral form in which alternately return and supply tubing
is equidistantly wrapped in a spiral shape. During the
charging mode the water/glycol solution is cooled down to
26°P (-3.3°C) and produces ice at 31°F (-Q.6°C). In this
mode, the chiller provides a temperature which is con
siderably lower than produced during direct cooling where
the typical chilled water temperature is about 45°P (7°C).
The lower evaporator temperature has a degrading effect
on the nominal chiller capacity of about 20%. The com
pressor efficiency, is reduced due
to a compensating effect of the lower ambient outside air
tenlpe.ratlUre at which results in a cooler condenser
water The of the COP in the ice
charging IDode was assumed to be 20 %

A typical 1s It
shows the lce~-SLor£u~e in a between
the chiller and coils 0 The chiller is assulned to be

with a compressor of

Pump

running in a dual set point mode for ice storage charging
as wen as direct cooling. The low temperature set point
during recharging requires the greatest temperature lift
which reduces the coefficient of compared to
the nominal chiner capacity.

In addition to the low temperature set point degradation,
the chiller performance decreases with reducing partial
load factor. A typical performance characteristic under
part load conditions is shown for a reciprocating com
pressor chiller in 2. It is assumed that the chiller
win be shut off below 20 % of its rated power to
surging 0
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Characteristic for Reciprocating Chiller. and Pel,max

are Maximal Chiller and orr'eSl)Onalfi~J!Electrical

The costs of and chiller were
obtained from manufacturers estimates and
expressed as incremental capital coste The economic data
used for this investigation are listed in Table 1.
Incremental capital costs include cost and labor for
installation.

The maintenance costs are related to the capital costs.
are assumed to be 1% of the cost per year

(Musgrove 1989). The life time of the chiller was
conservatively estimated to be 15 years, while the storage

life time was assumed to be 25 years. The

ure 1~
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the cooling energy for that week multiplied by the number
of weeks in this period equals the total cooling energy of
that season.

Load profiles for the three periods are depicted in
Figures 3a and 3b. Since the load curve is strongly
dependent on the outside air temperature the effect of
short term outdoor temperature on the chiller/storage
sizing was investigated. The following three heat wave
temperature profiles were assumed to extend over a one
week summer period:

@ upward ramping temperature,

@ winter.
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Load Curve for Seattle

@ downward ramping temperature.

e constant mean temperature,

The daily fluctuation was approximated by a sine wave of
a one day period with the highest temperature of l00 0 P
(37.8°C) occurring at 3 pm in the afternoon. In the
upward ramping temperature case the maximum tempera
ture was reached during the last day of the week
(Saturday) while in the downward ramping temperature
case the highest temperature occurred during the first day"
Figure 4 shows the temperature curve for the upward
ramping case.

ptimizati ncenarios of

optimization is based on the annual cost of repaying
themcurred .debt of the capital investment, the annual
maintenance, and the operating costs (including electricity
and electric demand charges). The interest rate was
assumed to be 10%.

summer,

The motivation for the of a build-
was to create realistic load curve characteristics that

would pose a to the of the design
and control of ice storage and chiller systems. The load
curves were by DOE2.. 1d simulation runs using
Standard Year weather data for the
two Seattle and San The simulation were
nt:loi..'tnlli"?'nt:.ll.ll'i for a fun year 8760 cooling
load data. The load data were then into the
i"nlln"!11"'lt"lr three seasonal nlOll1l"'1nrlCl·

The duration of each are different for the two
locations based on the summer/winter rate schedules as set

the local utility. One week in each
was then chosen as duration for the

VIJS...a.allJl..L.aIl-.aVJU. For the summer this week included
with the maximum peak load as well as the

maximum For the intermediate
and winter a typical week was chosen such that



Diego~ The appropriate schedule for the San Diego
utility is Schedule AL-TOU for General Service - Large.
The rates are detailed in Table 30

Seattle. The local public utility classifies the building
under investigation as a Large General Service customer
to which Schedule 38 of the Electric Rate provision
applies. The rates are detailed in Table 2.

Ramping Temperature Scenario
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Figure 3b~ Summer, Intermediate, and Winter Cooling
Load Curve for San Diego

Both locales have the largest demand and energy charges
the of greatest building system load. The

greatest demand occurs during the heating period in
Seattle, contrary to San Diego where the demand peaks in
the summer during the cooling period. However, while
the energy charges change only slightly between the
seasons, the demand charges dominate the price of
electricity.
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ptimization Formulation and
olution ethodology

Qdisch == -Cap AX/!1t. (5)

with Cap == total capacity of the ice storage in MWh.

A positive change of AX leQUlrles a cooling of the storage
of:The operating strategy for cooling that incorpo

rates ice storage capacity involves the minimization of the
operating cost for a time period. The period in this
investigation is chosen to be one week. Mathematically,
the problem can be expressed as:

Qcharge == CapaXI I1t. (6)

to the constraints that the chiller be able to
handle the maximum load:

maximal chiller ca):>ac:ltv:
(7)+ bI Qcharge +

With a prescribed cooling load profile for the whole week
and defmed storage and chiller capacities, the Dynamic
Programming method searches for the least cost strategy
that satisfies the prescribed loads. The loads can either be
met by direct chiller cooling or by chiller cooling
supplemented with ice storage discharge, or solely by ice
storage. The costs associated with an hourly storage
charge of AX can be evaluated using a simple quadratic
relation for the chiller -nO'llI..i"n11"1I'VIl'-U"ll ..... t:ll>·

(1)

(2)

dt

(t)

1 week

L J

Minimize

or non-dimensionalized as:

+

where the coefficients 8o, at, and az were fitted for a
rec:rpr'oc~u:n1lg compressor chiller. Multiplying the electrical
energy .6.t) for one hour with the energy unit
Eu(k) of that hour yields the operating cost for an
incremental of AX.

as:

L

l'Un<J:ltnlt"'" P:ro2~rarnmln.2 tecnnlQtle is chosen to solve this
solution This Inethod requires a

rec:astID2 of the minimization On)Olem from its continuous
form into a time discrete format The

function of would then be

The demand charge is determined for the investigated time
based solely on the highest electric energy use of

the cooling system during the peak period. For any
storage charge increment the electric power Pe1(k)
and the demand charge are evaluated and
compared with the current demand charge up to that time
stage. If this storage increment .AX would cause a demand
charge higher than the current charge, the additional

is then added to the operating costs.

The optimization is performed for each representative
week of the three seasons. The resulting minimal
operating cost of that week is then multiplied by the
number of weeks in that period to represent the minimal
seasonal operating cost. The total annual cost is the sum
of an minimal seasonal operating costs, the annualize
capital cost for chiller storage, and the maintenance
cost

(4)

discrete

(k)

== unit energy
P electrical power,

:= chiller heat flux.
max == max. chiller heat flux.

with 168 hours per week. The CO]rre~3pO~n(tln.e;

constraints are:

with 1..1 :::: the total OPt~rat:m2 costs for one

The decision variable in the optimization is the
dimensionless level of as a function of the
discrete time k. varies from X(k)== 1 (fun
stOJraQieJ to (empty storage). The time increment

hour. negative change of storage level
< 0) provides cooling from the

rate is then:
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The Seattle and San Diego locations two very
different cases: a rather moderate summer for
Seattle and very low energy rates; and San with
relatively high temperatures and solar gains in the summer
and high energy demand charges. The chiller and
storage size are given in Table 4:

Discussion of esults

Summer Week

t"0~stulat]ln2 that those of interest are those
the cooling demands at aU times limits the

space to be at or above the line.

6 shows the solution for
and chiller that meets the n""'~1Il1l"l'''''''

UlrlDu~~holLlt the year. The solid lines the of
tea.slbllH1tv lIleaJnID.2 that only on and above this line are the

Cal)aC:ltH~S sufficient to meet the
In'ltlilltO,"lJ"'"~fl"" of the chiller while Kec~DUH!

fixed would an infeasible
violate the demand constraints.

L:OlnSllCie,rUll2 the zero
the load characteristics for Seattle 1.6 MW

while for San weather 2.3 MW (654
chiner is necessary. The line further
indicates a limit at which any further
increase of capacity would no contribute to
a reduction of the chiller For the Seattle case, this

is reached at 4 MWh (1137
capacity. For San this is shifted to 8 MWh

At these the time intervals for

was found that the condition" as
initial and final condition the overall
minimum. The of the function to the
initial condition was evaluated to be lOWe the
conditions from X=O to X= leO the if'"\oh~l.o.nf,,.,,r ...

value about 1% for the Seattle case with the
{'hlll1p'V'IC'11~n~lran_.o. combination.

is
constrained the to hours

which the is zero. This
constraint stems from the that one chiller
is used that can be either in the direct
mode or in the low lnode for
............' ...........J.fi<o.AJ~A,.... To utilize the fun 10 hour duration

in the Seattle case, a dedicated stand-alone
would be that could

m(j.ept~ndlent.lv of the load demand. The
indicates fun

load 'i'.lIT.c..::s.!lrrl ..... 1l r ....

The control solution for the
combination for the Seattle climate is shown in 5.
The solution exhibits a behavior with load
meV,~llrHJ characteristics to but not ,.,.~.. ~"_ .... I!,,.

direct chiller £"rl;if'"\oi1l1l!'"l.tnr

Due to the of the minimization of one
different initial and fmal condition for the

level had to be investigated to fmd the, solution. It

the p.rnnn,'-'n'lal

fun week where fun
and cOlnOJ,ete aet>1etlon

In this case, the
downward
than that of the n1!"~l\'T1i"'\111l::l

and Control of Ice ~rl2~rac.,e and HejrrjCJfer;'lti(j~n sv~~tejms in CommerciaIISUJf!(J117J1S m 1~ 187
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Uv,tlmum Chiller and Storage Size for Seattle and San

are the factor for further
utilizing additional Since the chiller can
operate in one mode at a the night are not
sufficient to allow more ice to be create(t If storage
capacity beyond this limit is desired, a specially
designated chiller for ice should be used" This
additional chiller could then operate independently from
the main chiller"

As mentioned a design
solution based loads of the TMY
weather data" It is to be used as a
solution because of its lack of cooling reserve" To allow
for systems reserves, the engineer would be
to choose a chiller-storage configuration above the
feasibility Hne" The additional cost for a non-
""W"'&JUJ...lI.''''''''' C~DnlllglJra,tlon are shown in 6 and expressed
in terms of sub-optimality defmed as the fraction of the
increased. cost above minimum annual costs divided by the
minimum annual cost.

The of 6 for the design process comes into
effect when the design engineer investigates an array of
design options. The knowledge about the cost relations
with respect to the chillers and storage capacities for a
given climatic scenario provides insight into the economics
of each design variant.
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The results for the three short time temperature scenarios
are shown for the Seattle case in Figure 7" The three
upper curves represent the relationship between chiller and
storage capacity which minimizes the weekly costs for
each individual temperature scenario. Any combination of
chiller and storage rating along the feasibility lines would
satisfy the cooling loads of the respective temperature
scenarios. The percentage sub-optimality with respect to
the optimal yearly cost associated with the TMY base are
shown for selected chiller/storage combinations. For the
constant mean temperature, for instance, the sub
optimality case was evaluated at discrete points on the line
and ranges between 48 % and 52 % sub-optimality. In other
words, if the designer opts for a system that would satisfy
the load requirement for the assumed constant temperature
heat wave scenario in Seattle, the design choices would
necessitate costs between 48 % and 52 % over the optimal
cost assuming the weather for the whole year would be
according to the TMY weather data. The significance of
this sensitivity analysis lies in the correlation of
temperature scenario assumptions and the technical
feasibility with its associated costs. Given these

scenario dependent feasibility curves, the
builder and designer can make trade-off choices between
sufficient cooling during rare but not totally impossible
heat wave periods and required costs.
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Figure 7¥) Temperature Scenarios for Seattle

Another sensitivity analysis was performed by analyzing
the ratio of energy charges of off-peak to peak period
chargese Figure 8 illustrates the change of the optimal
storage capacity with changing summer electric rate ratios.
From Figure 8 it is apparent that the optimal storage
selection is insensitive to changes of the energy rate ratio
for the Seattle case and highly sensitive for San Diego. An
extreme value of 10 times the current peak rate was used
to study changes in the optimal storage sizee As the rate
ratio approaches unity the cost savings are attributable

to the of the chiHer. Cost-savings of
operating costs are diminished due to lack of sensitivity to
load shifting to off-peak periods.

With regards to the overaH annualized cost, both cases
show distinct differences (see Figure 9). The x-axis
represents the capacity ratio of storage to that of the
chiller. The normalizing chiller rating is the minimal
rating for a storage capacity for which the cooling
loads are still satisfieiL The resulting units of this ratio is
hours which can be interpreted as a time parameter
specific to the building cooling characteristic as reflected
in the load curve. For the optimal chiller and storage
capacities values the ratio is 3.6 and 4.0 for Seattle and
San Diego, respectively. Although both cases investigated

20

.::: 16 Ii

~
current San Diego
mro ratio (0A9)

.s 12

I.E" current SeattleU
«S rate ratio (0.73)~cou 8 ICD

f II II
tI) 0
"LtJ 4 0 0]
~

00 1.2

Energy mte(off-peak)

J:nergy rate (peak)

Figure 8e Energy Rate Ratio Sensitivity for Seattle and
San Diego

represent two extreme differences in the climate and
energy rates, the ratio for optimal sizing are very similar
in magnitude for both cases.
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More research is to study the capacity ratio for
the solution to if this ratio is a
function of the building cooling characteristic and
1"'~m~::ahl'\}'~hl Indlep~~nd.ent of the energy rates. If this were

for different climatic zones would be

additional 48 % to 52% of the total optimal
annualized costs win be incurred. The electric rate ratio
sensitivity analysis showed very little effect on the optimal
selection for the Seattle case. But in the San Diego case,
the results display a high degree of sensitivity.

onclusions

and chiller capacity were
different US locations,

UPI,lUliiiJ. selection of chiller
the control

thus identifying
the tea~nbll1tv

The ratio of storage versus chiller capacity for the optimal
sizing was evaluated as a value close to 4.0 hours in both
cases, despite major differences in climate and energy
rates between the two locations. This suggests that the
critical parameter is the time constant of the building. If
this time is less than the charging time available, then an
...,1&J ...JII. .................lIl- control is possible. If not, then we speculate that
an optimal control may riot be possible. Further research
must be conducted to study this behavior for a wide range
of energy rate difference and different climates.

The outdoor sensitivity for the Seattle case
indicated that if a system is to meet the cooling loads
during the one week temperature scenario an

TIle for the Seattle case was
the capital costs. Operating

.u.Aj;:J.II./;.l..l.U.I.\,.·a.u." part. For the San Diego case,
and operating costs are approximately

...,..., ..• ... JIl..JL.Il..rio.... storage/chiller selection for Seattle was
1.1 MW (312 ton) and CAPstore = 4 MWh

BIlUJ-rUlur;"n and for San Diego CAPchillcr = 1.5 MW
= 6 MWh (1705 ton-hours).
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